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Abstract

The design and implementation of efficient routing protocols for highly dynamic networks such as Vehicular Ad hoc
NETworks (VANETs) is a challenging task, due to the specific features of these networks such as rapid movements
of nodes, frequent link disconnections and large scale networks. Efficient routing mechanisms need to adopt to the
VANETs characteristics to achieve high routing performances. One alternative is the use of the traffic information
in the routing process. In this paper, we propose a novel routing protocol called Partial Backwards Routing Protocol
(PBRP), which consists of three integrated strategies: dissemination of road traffic information, partial forwarding
algorithm and backwards recovery strategy working together to provide permanent and advanced information about
vehicular traffic which widely helps the routing algorithm to stand up to dynamic changes of VANETs topology, and
to bypass the local vision which is the drawback of GyTAR/EGyTAR protocols. Our proposed protocol has been
developed over OMNET++ simulator, evaluated and compared with some other protocols. The simulation results
show that the packet delivery ratio of our proposal is upper about 54% compared to GyTAR/EGyTAR and the end-to-
end delay of our protocol is reduced by 75% for most of scenarios.

Keywords: VANETs, Road Connectivity, Traffic information, Geographic Routing Protocols, Backward strategy.

1. Introduction

A Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is a highly
mobile wireless ad hoc network designed to achieve
many objectives related to driving safety, traffic man-
agement. VANET is a self-organized network com-
posed of the interconnection of vehicles in which the
vehicles can communicate with each other directly via
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications, or with in-
frastructure namely the Road-Side-Unit (RSU) through
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication. A
mixed communication V2V and V2I is also possible in
such networks.
VANETs have their own features not common with the
other classes of wireless ad hoc networks, even with
its nearest class which is the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs). The high mobility of vehicular nodes im-
plies frequent topology changes causing difficulties to
use topology-based routing protocols. Many researches
have been proposed to address the routing problems in
VANETs, such as geographic routing protocols.
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In geographic routing protocols, when an intermedi-
ate vehicular node needs to forward data packets to a
destination vehicle, the source vehicle transmits the data
directly to destination in the case of destination within
its communication range i.e. destination is a neighbor-
ing node. In the other cases, the source vehicle requests
its position through location services such as GLS (Grid
Location Service) [1, 2], HLS(Hierarchical Location
Service) [3], RLS (Reactive Location Service) [4] and
SFLS (Semi-Flooding Location Service) [5]. Once the
position of the destination node is available, the source
node inserts the location information about the destina-
tion in the header of packet and selects a neighboring
vehicle as a next-hop by using its own forwarding strat-
egy (e.g. nearest neighbor to the destination).
When the next-hop receives properly the data packets
it becomes the new forwarding node and should repeat
the same process until the destination is reached using a
greedy approach, note that the forwarding node repeats
the same process of source node except the destination
position request process, because of the destination po-
sition is already in the packet header. The request pro-
cess is not updated in every hop because when a vehicle
sends position request to LIS, in this case, the vehicle
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cannot forward data until it receives destination position
replay from its LIS. So, it is not appropriate to repeat
this process because it takes significant time and gener-
ates more delay to deliver packets. We suggest that only
the last vehicle can repeat the location request process .
In the scenario where no suitable neighbour could be
found (local optimum), the forwarding node can either
switch to recovery mode, or drop data if there is no re-
covery mode strategy supported by the routing protocol.
In the case of the well known recovery mode, the Store
Carry and Forward (SCF) and the Perimeter Forwarding
are proposed in GPSR protocol [6].

This study presents a novel routing protocol for
VANETs called Partial Backwards Routing Protocol
(PBRP), which consists of three integrated strategies:
dissemination of road traffic information, partial for-
warding algorithm and backwards recovery strategy
working together to provide permanent and advanced
information about vehicular traffic which widely helps
the routing algorithm to stand up to dynamic changes of
VANETs topology, and to bypass the local vision which
is the drawback of GyTAR/EGyTAR protocols. We
have proposed primary ideas of this work in [7]. This
kind of protocol is very useful for some practical appli-
cations as emergency message exchange, entertainment
stream exchange between vehicles.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is dedicated to related works. Section 3 de-
tails our solution. Section 4 details the results of our
simulations. Section 5 concludes the study and gives
some ideas on future extensions.

2. Related works

The well known greedy routing protocol for VANETs
called Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) is
proposed in [6]. In GPSR protocol, the packet trans-
mission is performed through two routing strategies:
Greedy forwarding and Perimeter forwarding. Greedy
forwarding strategy consists in selecting the closest
node to the destination as the next-hop, in the case
where the distance between the forwarding node and
the destination is closer than the distance to the desti-
nation of its neighbors. In such cases, GPSR switches
to the perimeter forwarding strategy which is based on
the right-hand rule. GPSR is more efficient on highway
environments than in city one due the presence of ob-
stacles, which leads to increase link failures and causes
more greedy forwarding fails.

In [8], the authors present a recent survey on geo-
graphic routing protocols. [9] is dedicated to a review
on various routing protocols, it provides a very useful

study on routing over vehicular networks. A detailed
distinction of various routing techniques is presented
with discussion according to its advantages, and dis-
advantages, along with its constraints. [10] discusses
a comprehensive survey of position-based routing pro-
tocols for FANETs (Flying Ad hoc Networks) with
their various categories. FANETs are a special case of
VANETs, they cover a 3-dimension space. Another in-
telligent routing protocol for vehicular ad hoc networks
proposed in [11] able to interact with the environment to
learn the transmission parameters by taking into account
various metrics such as data-rate and route length. This
protocol is based on two algorithms: Rate estimation
algorithm and Route selection algorithm. The Rate esti-
mation algorithm adopts Q-Learning algorithm to esti-
mate the reception ratio by using Hello messages as an
indicator of link quality. In addition, the Route selection
algorithm uses the Q-Learning and fuzzy logic-based al-
gorithms to find the best route in term of end-to-end de-
lay and to evaluate the direct link respectively.

In [12], using the three proposed mechanisms, the
authors propose an optimized geographic routing pro-
tocol called O-CLWPR based on CLWPR which uses
information transport via Stigmergy, Social Behavior
and Adaptive Caching Time of the Carry-and-Forward
mechanism. The simulations have been done using NS-
3 simulator and the obtained results show a real im-
provement of the end-to-end delay.

In [13], a new clustering-based reliable low-latency
multipath routing (CRLLR) scheme is proposed by us-
ing Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) technique. The
link reliability is used as criteria for Cluster Head (CH)
selection i.e a vehicle will be selected as CH if it has
maximum link reliability. The ACO technique is em-
ployed to compute the optimal routes among the com-
municating vehicles for VANETs in terms of reliability,
end-to-end latency, throughput and energy consump-
tion. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
protocol outperforms other protocols in term of overall
latency and reliability.

Another geographic routing protocol called Direc-
tional Greedy Routing (DGR) [14] solves the previous
drawback of GPSR protocol. DGR uses the information
about vehicle directions to improve the inter-vehicle
communication, it combines two forwarding strategies:
1) Position first forwarding which consists to forward
the packets to the closest node towards destination, 2)
Direction first forwarding based on a simple geographic
greedy forwarding in which it tries to find the closest
neighbor node moving towards the destination as next-
hop. Predictive Directional Greedy Routing (PDGR)
[14] is an extended version of DGR, it uses two-hop
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neighbor beacons to predict the future neighbors, re-
ducing links failure and improve the next-hop selection
mechanism.

Geographic Source Routing (GSR) [15] is an another
alternative of geographic routing protocol that takes the
advantage of city environment by using map street in-
formation in the routing process. In GSR, the geo-
graphic position of destination node is maintained via
the reactive-based location service RLS [4]. In addi-
tion, GSR uses Djikstra algorithm on a graph contain-
ing the geographic information and the urban topology
to calculate the shortest path, this path is composed of a
sequence of junctions from source to destination. Each
packet should follow the sorted list of junctions within
the path to reach the destination. However, the major
weakness of GSR is that uses a static information to
compute the shortest path, this mechanism is almost not
suitable in such dynamic networks as VANETs which
leads to decrease the performance of routing.

A-STAR (Anchor-based Street and Traffic A ware
Routing) [16] uses traffic vehicular information in the
routing process, it assigns a connectivity value to the
roads depending of its capacity and number of bus line.
The source vehicle computes the shortest path toward
the destination by applying Dijkstra algorithm on a
graph which is weighed by the road connectivity values.

VPGR (Vertex-Based Predictive Greedy Routing)
[17] is a vertex-based routing protocol using the hy-
brid communication V2V and V2I. VPGR predicts a
sequence of vertices from the source node to a fixed in-
frastructure within the location area of the final destina-
tion, then uses PDGR forwarding technique to forward
packet between vertices. VPGR uses a simple metric
RT (Remaining Time) to select the shortest path, this
metric aims to select a vertex, which has a large remain-
ing time of vehicles. This mechanism does not add new
information for routing process because there are vehi-
cles in the crossroads. Moreover, the shortest path is
not optimal because it does not take in consideration the
vehicular traffic information between vertices.

GyTAR (Improved Greedy Traffic Aware Routing)
[18] is a geographical routing protocol conceived for
VANETs in urban environment. The main idea of this
protocol is the dynamic junction selection mechanism
based on road density (number of vehicles on the road)
and curvemetric distance to the destination. GyTAR
uses Cell Density Packet (CDP) to provide the informa-
tion about candidate junctions in which the packets must
pass, however, the initiation of CDPs is not regular with
time because the initiation is based on which vehicle
is about to leave its road. EGyTAR (Enhanced Greedy
Traffic Aware Routing protocol) [19] is an extended ver-

sion of GyTAR. In EGyTAR the dynamic junction se-
lection mechanism is based on the number of vehicles
moving toward the candidate junctions (directional den-
sity).

AQRV (Adaptive Quality of service (QoS) based
Routing for VANETs) [20] adopts ant colony algorithm
to solve NP-complet problem which is constrained op-
timization problem of routing selection issues such as
connectivity probability, packet delivery ratio and end-
to-end delay. Moreover, in order to achieve best QoS
the authors propose Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) to
address this goal.

In B-MFR (Border node-based most forward with-
ing radius) [21] routing protocol, the authors define tree
types of nodes based on the location of the neighbor-
ing nodes relative to the transmission range, in which
the neighboring nodes within the transmission range
are called ”interior nodes”, the nodes which are located
on the border of transmission range are called ”border
nodes”, and those outside are referred to as outer nodes.
The main idea of this protocol is to forward the packet
through the border nodes in order to minimize the num-
ber of hops between source and destination.

GPGR (Grid-based Predictive Geographic) routing
protocol proposed in [22] combines between road topol-
ogy information and vehicles mobility information in
order to improve inter-vehicle communications and re-
duce local maximum forwarding problem. GPGR can
avoid links failure by selecting a suitable next-hop based
on the information of topology and vehicles mobility.

In LSGO (Link State Aware Geographic Opportunis-
tic) routing protocol [23], the authors propose that each
node calculates the link Expected Transmission Count
(ETX) by the help of Periodic Hello packets. LSGO
uses ETX value and destination distance as priority met-
rics. The higher priority node can forward the packet to
its destination directly, in the contrary, the low prior-
ity node must wait a predefined timer, if the timer ex-
pires, and the high priority node does not transmit the
packet, then, this low priority node can send the packet.
For this reason LSGO uses multicast communications to
perform the transmission, however, this mechanism in-
creases the routing overhead and congests the network
throughput.

LOR (Localized Opportunistic Routing) protocol
[24] is an opportunistic routing protocol in which the
topology are partitioned into nested Close-Node-Sets
(CNSs) based on local information by using Distributed
Minimum Transmission Selection algorithm (MTS-B).
As result, the network are transformed from network of
nodes to network of CNSs, in other words, each CNS
acts as single node, then, for routing data. LOR proto-
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col adopts AODV [25] to find CNSs path which contains
CNS sequences.

HLAR (Hybrid Location-based Ad hoc Routing) pro-
tocol [26] combines between reactive routing protocols
and location-based routing protocols. The main idea of
HLAR is to use reactive routing protocol as an alterna-
tive for routing data when the location information de-
grades. HLAR combines greedy forwarding algorithm
and AODV-ETX which is a modified version of AODV
in which the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [27]
is used as metric instead of minimum hop-count.

3. Contribution

We aim to propose a novel routing protocol which is
robust and efficient for Non Delay Tolerant Networks
conceived for VANETs in order to improve the routing
performance in city environment. The proposed proto-
col is composed of three essentials parts: 1) Dissemi-
nation of Road Traffic Information, 2) Partial Routing
Algorithm, 3) Backwards Recovery Strategy.

Furthermore, in our contribution, we used Manhat-
tan Grid mobility model which describes the vehicles
movement in a grid area of 1500mx1500m composed
of 16 straight roads in urban area. Moreover, the nature
of the roads whether curved or straight does not have
an impact on the results since the radio links propagate
directly.

3.1. Dissemination of Road Traffic Information

The goal of Dissemination of Road Traffic Informa-
tion (DRTI) is to deal with dynamic nature of VANETs.
The main idea of DRTI is to maintain Road Traffic In-
formation (RTI) of each road and share it with its suc-
cessor roads as shown in Figure 1.

The closest vehicle to a junction (cross roads) is se-
lected as RTIP Initiator Node(RIN) (yellow vehicle).
The RINs are responsible to initiate periodically the
Road Traffic Information Packet(RTIP), and forward
it in the direction of all neighbouring junctions. The
RIN node initiates periodically (at each 0.8 second) the
RTIP packet in order to compute the connectivity, tak-
ing into consideration the vehicle speed in urban envi-
ronment. The connectivity of a road does nt have signif-
icant changes after 0.8 seconds. In other hand, the RTIP
lifetime equals to 0.8 seconds which ensures the validity
of the connectivity values. The first interesting property
of our dissemination mechanism is that the RTIP packet
can hold a number of roads information depending on
the RTIP lifetime, this is mainly proposed to bypass the
local vision which is the case of many routing protocols

Figure 1: Dissemination of Road Trafic Information

such as GyTAR [28] and EGyTAR [19]. Figure 2 shown
an example for local vision and advanced vision.

Additionally, DRTI provides a fresh information
about roads such as packet crossing delay, the density of
roads (number of vehicles) and road connectivity. For
achieving this objective, in the following sub-sections
we describe Road Dividing scheme, Road Traffic Infor-
mation Packet (RTIP), the calculation of road connec-
tivity and finally the dissemination of RTIP algorithm.

3.1.1. Road Dividing scheme
In our proposed routing protocol, each road is divided

into a fixed number of physical cells in such manner that
the area of a given road is fully covered by a certain
number of physical cells with the same size depending
on the transmission range (Rtr), the road width and the
road length. In order to ensure these properties, let us
start with an example of two consecutive cells like it
shown in Figure 3:

The blue circles represent cells that come into contact
in point ’c’, the points ’a’ and ’e’ indicate centres of
cells, ’f’ and ’g’ designate the intersection of cells with
the road side as described in the figure, ’b’ and ’d’ are
the projection of the points ’f’ and ’g’ respectively on
segment [ae]. The yellow area represents the remaining
area of the confluence of cells with the road, [ae] = 2Rtr

and [ce] = [eg] = Rtr.
It should be noted that the physical cells are used to

defining a group of vehicles. Moreover, each group have
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Figure 2: Local Vision vs. Advanced Vision

Figure 3: Cell Size: case1

to handle the vehicles information and must be involved
in the dissemination of road information process.

The problem posed here is when the vehicles located
in the yellow area can not be involved in the dissemi-
nation of road information process, this is because they
are not belong to any group. We therefore propose to

determine the distance between cells in order to avoid
the blind area (yellow area) as shown in Figure 4. This
new cell distance is computed by pulling the right cell
towards the left cell by the length of the segment [bd] as
follow :

new cell distance = [ae] − [bd] (1)

Based on the figure 3, we have:

[bd] = 2[cd] = 2([ce] − [de]) (2)

[de] =

√
[ge]2 − [gd]2 =

√
R2

tr − (Rw/2)2 (3)

Where Rw represents the road width.
According to (3):

(2)⇒ [bd] = 2Rtr − 2
√

Rtr
2 − (Rw/2)2 (4)

According to (4):

(1)⇒ new cell distance = 2
√

Rtr
2 − (Rw/2)2 (5)

Figure 4: Cell Size: case2

Thus, according to (5), the maximum spacing cell in
order to avoid blind area is defined as:

Max cell spacing = 2

√
R2

tr −
Rw2

4
(6)

Then, the number of cells for a given road is com-
puted as follows:

Number o f cell = ceiling(
roadlenght

Max cell spacing
) (7)
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Where, roadlenght represents the road length, the func-
tion ceiling(x) give an integer greater than or equal to x
as expressed by equation 8.

ceiling(x) =


x i f x ∈ NNN

INT (x) + 1 i f x ∈ RRR
(8)

Finally, the cell size is given by:

Cellsize =
roadlenght

Number o f cell
(9)

If we do not assume that the roads are straight, the
connectivity will be better and we will have more cells
(see Figure 5). In addition, since the radio links are
straight, the nature of the road does not have an im-
pact on the connection between vehicles. Except that
the modelling of the obstacles cannot be generalised ac-
cording to an analytical model, however in the part of
simulations and following the model of mobility Man-
hattan Grid, the obstacles are taken into account, this
can be reflected on the reality.

Figure 5: example of cell distance of curve road

3.1.2. Road Traffic Information Packet
The RTIP is designed to store and transfer the roads

traffic information. The format of RTIP is pictured in
Figure 6, it consists of three parts:

1. Static Header: Initialized just once by the RTIP
Initiator Node (RIN), it consists of two fields:

(a) Time-stamp: represents the initiation time of
RTIP,

(b) Source Junction ID: comprises the current
junction ID of the RIN.

In addition, these previous fields serve as an iden-
tifier of RTIP.

2. Dynamic Header: used by RIN and RTIP Broad-
caster Node (RBN), unlike of static header, the dy-
namic header can be updated at each broadcast-
ing process (described in Algorithm). The latter

contains the information relevant to the next road
which will be processed. It is composed of:

(a) From Junction ID: represents the current
junction ID of the forwarding node (RIN or
RBN),

(b) To Junction ID: denotes the destination junc-
tion ID,

(c) Time-stamp: designates the start time of the
broadcasting process.

3. Roads Information: The most important part, it
comprises the roads information entry, where each
entry is created by a RBN (or by RIN for the initial
RTIP). In addition, all entries contain the following
fields:

(a) Road ID: the current road identifier,
(b) Road Connectivity: indicates the value of the

road connectivity, it must be updated (fol-
lowing the Algorithm) at all Group Leaders
(GLs) located in the current road,

(c) Road Density: denotes the road density (the
number of vehicles),

(d) Delay: designates the time taken for a to
through the current roads,

(e) Time-stamp: represents the creation time of
the road information table entry.

Figure 6: Road Traffic Information Packet (RTIP)

3.1.3. The Connectivity: two-vehicles, Cell and Road
In this subsection, we aim to define the Link Connec-

tivity (LC) of: two-consecutive vehicles, cell and road.
Note that the lifetime of all these information is equals
to 0.8 seconds and it is enough to ensure the validity of
these information.
Firstly, the LC between two consecutive vehicles mea-
sures the remaining communication distance between
these vehicles. Consequently, two vehicles are con-
nected as long as the remaining communication distance
value is greater than zero, otherwise; the vehicles are
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not connected (LC = 0). The LC of two-vehicles can be
expressed as:

LCnodes(vi, v j) =


Rtr − dist(vi, v j), i f dist(vi, v j) ≤ Rtr

0 otherwise
(10)

Where vi and v j depict the vehicle id i and j respec-
tively, dist stands for distance and Rtr is an abbreviation
for range of transmission.

Indeed, the physical cell defines a group of vehicles.
In this context, the LC of cell is related to the LC of
its group members (vehicles), we therefore propose that
the LC of a cell is the mean LCnodes of all consecutive
vehicles within the cell. LCcell is defined as:

LCcell =

N−1∑
i=1

LCnodes(vi, vi+1)

N − 1
(11)

Where N represents the number of vehicles within in
the cell (cell density).

In the similar manner of Link Connectivity of cells,
the road is composed of a set of consecutive cells, and
by taking into consideration the connectivity inter-cells
and the cell density which differs one from another. The
completed road connectivity can be expressed as follow:

LCroad =

Ncell∑
i=1

(Ni ∗ LCcelli ) +
Ncell−1∑

i=1
LCinter(celli, celli+1)

Ncell∑
i=1

Ni

(12)

LCinter(celli, celli+1) = LCnodes(lastv(celli), f irstv(celli+1)) (13)

Where LCinter(celli, celli+1) is the link connectivity
between the last vehicle of celli and the first vehicle of
celli+1 (the next cell).

Moreover, in order to compute the connectivity of
a road with formula 12, we must have the connectiv-
ity and density values of all cells located in the road.
For the reason of the good exploitation of spaces (e.g.
packet size), we aim to compute the road connectivity
in a progressive manner by using only two fields: previ-
ous cell connectivity and previous cell density, with this
context, the road connectivity will be computed from
cell to cell progressively as follow:

PLCi(i>1) =
Di−1PLC(i−1) + NiLCcelli + LCinter(celli−1, celli)

Di
(14)

Where: 
PLC1 = LCcell1

Di(i>1) = Di−1 + Ni =
i∑

j=1
N j

D1 = N1

PLCi indicates Progressive Link Connectivity at cell
number i, ( PLCi−1 for previous cells connectivity), Di

indicates the previous cells density (the sum of density
of all previous cells of the cell number i (the current
cell density is included).

Finally, the road connectivity can be also expressed
as:

LCroad = PLCNcell (15)

We can demonstrate formula 15 by mathematical in-
duction as follow:

• Base case: Show that the formula.15 true for
Ncell = 1.

−PLC1 = LCcell1 by definition (formula 14;

−LCroad =

1∑
i=1

(Ni ∗ LCcelli ) +
0∑

i=1
LCinter(celli, celli+1)

1∑
i=1

Ni

=
N1 ∗ LCcell1

N1
= LCcell1

We see that base case is true for Ncell = 1.

• Inductive step: Show that if formula.15 is true for
Ncell = n(n > 1), then also true for Ncell = n + 1.

Using formula 14 for Ncell = n + 1:

PLCn+1 =
DnPLCn + NnLCcelln

Dn+1

+
LCinter(celln, celln+1)

Dn+1
(a)

by assumption, LCroad = PLCNcell is true for Ncell =

n, we have:

PLCn = LCroad

=

n∑
i=1

(Ni ∗ LCcelli ) +
n−1∑
i=1

LCinter(celli, celli+1)

n∑
i=1

Ni

by multiplying by Dn, we have:
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DnPLCn = Dn

n∑
i=1

(Ni ∗ LCcelli )

n∑
i=1

Ni

+ Dn

n−1∑
i=1

LCinter(celli, celli+1)

n∑
i=1

Ni

(b)

We have Dn =
n∑

i=1
Ni by using definition of

formula.14, by substitution Dn in (b) we have:

DnPLCn =

n∑
i=1

(NiLCcelli )

+

n−1∑
i=1

LCinter(celli, celli+1) (c)

by substitution DnPLCn in the right-hand side of
(a) we have:

PLCn+1 =

n∑
i=1

(NiLCcelli ) +
n−1∑
i=1

LCinter(celli, celli+1)

Dn+1

+
NnLCcelln + LCinter(celln, celln+1)

Dn+1
(d)

As a consequence:

n∑
i=1

NiLCcelli + NnLCcelln =

n+1∑
i=1

NiLCcelli (e)

n∑
i=1

LCinter(celli, celli+1)

=

n−1∑
i=1

LCinter(i,i+1 ) + LCinter(celln, celln+1) ( f )

by substitution (e) and (f) in the right-hand side of
(d) we have:

PLCn+1 =

n+1∑
i=1

NiLCcelli +
n∑

i=1
LCI(i,i+1 )

Dn+1
(g)

We have Dn+1 =
n+1∑
i=1

Ni,

by substitution Dn+1, (g) become:

PLCn+1 =

n+1∑
i=1

NiLCcelli +
n∑

i=1
LCinter(celli, celli+1)

n+1∑
i=1

Ni

= LCroad(n+1)

The above calculation proves that formula.15 is
true for Ncell = n + 1,

Finally, the base case and the inductive step have
been performed by induction proofs, this allows
formula.15 to be true.

3.1.4. Maintain and Share Road Traffic Information
Due the high dynamic nature of VANET networks,

the topology changes frequently. Therefore, in order
to enable the routing decision robust in such dynamic
networks, it is very important to maintain a fresh and
permanent road traffic information. For this reason we
propose a distributed group information able to provide
permanent road traffic information included within the
RTIP packets. To ensure this property, each road is di-
vided into a number of physical cells defining a group of
vehicles (see Section 3.1.1). Each group elects a Group
Leader (GL) (i.e. the closest vehicle to the cell cen-
ter), we also propose that each RTIP packet must pass
through all GLs belonging on the road as shown in Fig-
ure 7. Moreover, the GLs are mandated to update the
RTIPs by including the information of its group (den-
sity, connectivity,...) at a fixed frequencies. In addition,
since the vehicles are moving in both directions, trans-
mission of route traffic information forwarding mecha-
nism involves vehicles in both directions.

3.2. Partial Routing Algorithm
The proposed Partial routing protocol adopts anchor-

based routing approach by using road traffic informa-
tion, thanks to DRTI. Given that the RTIP packet can
hold a number of roads information entry depending on
the RTIP lifetime. Therefore, the forwarding node will
have traffic information about a limited area of roads,
in other words, the forwarding node has traffic infor-
mation such as connectivity, density and road crossing
delay about a set of roads which is stored in its Road
Traffic Information Table (RTIT).

The proposed protocol is composed of two modules:
Partial Path and Partial Path Forwarding Algorithm.
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Figure 7: Road Trafic Information Forwarding Mechanism

3.2.1. Partial Path
Based on the given traffic information, the forward-

ing node computes a partial path towards the destination
according to algorithm 2.

Firstly, the forwarding node generate a graph G =

(V, E) to represent the network, in which V and E rep-
resents a set of vertices (network junctions) and a set
of edges (network roads) respectively. Moreover, each
edge is weighed by the score function described as fol-
lows:

S core(roadi) =

(16)
α(1 − LCroadi

Rtr
) + β( delay(roadi)

RT IPli f etime
), i f roadi ∈ RT Itable

1 otherwise

Where α and β denote the weight score (α + β = 1).
In equation 16, we tends to compute a score of a

given edge in such way that the road score is lower as
long as it has higher connectivity and lower delay. In
the scenario where the given road does not belong to
RTIT, the score is 1 (unknown road traffic information).

Secondly, we compute the shortest path from source
position to destination position by applying shortest
path algorithm (such as Djikstra algorithm) on a
subgraph of the network where we consider only the
non visited edges (we remove all visited edges by this
current data packet), this is mainly to avoiding the
routing loops.

Finally, the partial path is a subpath of the computed
shortest path, whereby we keep only edges with known

traffic information, in other words, we remove from the
shortest path all edges with unknown traffic information
(edges with score=1). Figure 8 shows an example of
partial path.

Figure 8: Partial path vs Shortest path

3.2.2. Partial Path Forwarding Algorithm
In our proposed routing protocol, the packet-header

composed of three essential fields: partial path stack,
recovery path stack and visited roads stack. The routing
with partial path is very simple as described in algorithm
1, following the scenario depicted in Figures 9 and 10,
where the source node S want to send data to the des-
tination node D. Firstly the source node computes par-
tial path and inserts it in the partial path stack. Then,
by applying greedy forwarding approach the packets
are forwarded by following all the junctions within the
partial path stack in a sorted way, and when the data
packet reaches an intermediate junction, we remove it
from partial path stack and add it to recovery path stack.
Moreover, we update the visited road stack for each
crossed. When the data packet reaches the last junc-
tion of partial path (partial path stack becomes empty)
(see node 4 in Figure 9), the current forwarding node
computes a new partial path, and repeats the same pro-
cess until the final destination is reached. In the other
cases when we occur maximum local problem (the par-
tial path forwarding fails) (see node 5 in Figure 9 ), we
switch to Backward Forwarding Algorithm (described
in Section 3.2.3). Figure 10 shows an example of back-
ward recovery mode (see node 5 in Figure 10), when
the packet reach maximum local problem, the current
forwarding node uses recovery stack to go back to the
previous junction, when the packet reaches a junction in
which we can compute a new path from this junction to
the destination, more then, this path should not contain
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any visited road. If that is the case, the routing switches
to partial routing mode to forward the packet to the final
destination. Figures 12a, 12b and 12c show an exam-
ple of forwarding data by using partial path forwarding
algorithm, and we summarize the fundamental process
of the proposed algorithm in the flowchart depicted in
Figure 11.

Figure 9: Partial path routing (1)

Figure 10: Partial path routing (2)

3.2.3. Backwards Forwarding Algorithm
The Backwards Forwarding Algorithm serves as a

recovery mode when the partial path forwarding algo-
rithm occurs maximum local problem. Furthermore, for
making our proposed routing protocol more suitable for
Non-DTN, in our proposed recovery mode, we don’t
use any delayed process like Carry and Forward ap-
proaches. So, when we occur local maximum problem,

Figure 11: Flowchart of Partial Path Routing Algorithm

the forwarding node adds the current road into visited
roads stack and returns the data packet back to the pre-
vious junction by using recovery path stack and when
the data packet has reached the previous junction, the
current node computes new partial path. Partial path al-
gorithm does not consider the visited roads in the path
calculation, the previous road (where we occur local
maximum problem) will not belong to the new partial
path. In the case of the new partial path is empty, the
forwarding node removes the current junction from re-
covery path stack and forwards the packet to the previ-
ous junction (front of recovery path stack). This process
is repeated until we find non empty partial path, or in the
other cases, if the previous junction not found (recovery
path stack is empty) we will drop the data packet instead
of carry forward in order to keep our protocol suitable
for Non-DTN. We summarize the fundamental process
of the Backwards algorithm in the flowchart depicted in
Figure 13 and we give more details in algorithm 6.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the routing performance
of our proposed routing protocol PBRP compared to

10



(a) Path 1

(b) Path 2

(c) Path 3

Figure 12: Example of partial path forwarding

Figure 13: Flowchart of Backwards Forwarding Algorithm

GyTAR and EGyTAR in terms of packet delivery ra-
tio, routing overhead and end-to-end delay. The Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR) metric measures the ratio of the
total received packets over the total packets generated
from the source, End-to-end delay represents traveling
duration for a packet from the source to destination, and
the Routing Overhead is measured in terms of control
packets size. We consider the size of CDP packets for
both protocols GyTAR and EGyTAR and for our pro-
posal protocol, the routing overhead takes into account
the RTIP packet size.

In our simulation we use Manhathan Grid mobility
model which describes the vehicles movement in a grid
area of 1500x1500m composed of 16 straight roads and
all these protocols are implemented on OMNET++ sim-
ulator.

4.1. Working environment
The routing performances of GyTAR, EGyTAR

and our proposed protocol PBRP are evaluated using
OMNET-5.0 simulator and INET-3.4.0 internet stack
framework. We carry out the simulation results depend-
ing on the simulation parameters which are summarized
in table 1, by running each scenario 10 times, so that,
the results are averaged. We includes some obstacles
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Algorithm 1 : Partial Path Algorithm

1: Begin
- path : The partial path (list of junctions)
- data packet : The data packet
- G : Network graph
- Ni : Node i
- dst p : The Destination position
- sel f p : The self position
- neighbort : The neighboring table
- next hop : The next hop address
- RT It : Road Traffic Information Table
- closest j : The closest junction to Ni

- next j : The next junction
- Rtr : The range transmission

2: Ni receives datapacket;
3: if (data packet.destination ∈ neighbort ) then
4: next hop = data packet.getDestinationAddress();
5: else
6: dst p = datapacket.getDestinationPosition();
7: path = data packet.getPath();
8: if (path = null ) then
9: path = PartialPath(sel f p, dst p,G,RT It);

10: data packet.setPath(path);
11: if (path is empty ) then
12: next hop =

getClosestNeighboreTo(closest j);
13: end if
14: else
15: next j = path. f ront();
16: if (distance(sel f p, next j) < Rtr) then
17: path.pop(); /* delete front junction */

18: if (path not empty ) then
19: next j = path. f ront();
20: else
21: path = PartialPath(next j, dst p,G,RT It);
22: next j = path. f ront();
23: end if
24: data packet.setPath(path);
25: end if
26: next hop = getClosestNeighboreTo(next j);
27: end if
28: end if
29: if (next hop , null) then
30: Forward data packet to the next hop;
31: else
32: Store data packet and carry it;
33: end if
34: End

defined by its shape, location and material in a grid area

Algorithm 2 : Partial Path Algorithm

1: Begin
- pathpartial : The partial path
- path f ull : The full path
- G(V, E) : Network graph
- Gw(V, Ew) : Weighted network graph
- GS ub(VS ub, ES ub) : Subgraph of Gw

- RT It : Road Traffic Information Table
- visited roads : Array of visited roads
- dst p : The Destination position
- f rom p : from position

2: for (all edges ”e” ∈ E) do
3: if (e ∈ RT It) then
4: e.weight = S core(e,RT It);
5: else
6: e.weight = 1;
7: end if
8: Ew = Ew ∪ {e};
9: end for

10: ES ub = {e|e ∈ Ew ∧ e < visited roads}
11: path f ull = getS hortestPath( f rom p, dst p,Gw);
12: for (all edges ”e” ∈ path f ull) do
13: if (e.weight , 1) then
14: pathpartial = pathpartial ∪ {e};
15: end if
16: end for
17: Return pathpartial;
18: End

of 1500x1500m which are described in an XML file. In
addition, each vehicle has a digital map file to be aware
about simulation environment. We also use Manhattan
Grid mobility model to describe the movement of vehic-
ular nodes in the simulation environment, Delictric Ob-
stacle Loss Model for radio obstacle and 802.11p [29]
protocol for MAC layer. The remaining simulation pa-
rameters are summarized in the Table 1.

4.2. Simulation Results

In this subsection, we present simulation results ob-
tained for each protocol and compare them.

4.2.1. Packet Delivery Ratio
Figure 14 shows the packet delivery ratio depending

on the number of vehicular nodes. As shown in this fig-
ure, the packet delivery ratio of all protocols increases
as the network density increases, it is due to when the
number of nodes increases, the forwarding node will
have more chance to find the next hop. Furthermore,
we clearly observe that our proposed protocol achieves
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Algorithm 3 : Periodic Road Traffic Information
Initiation

1: Begin
- V : Vehicle
- rtip : Road traffic information packet
- cell n : Neighbor cell
- current j : The current junction of V
- f irst j : The first junction of cell n
- last j : The last junction of cell n
- S H : The static header of rtip

- DH : The dynamic header of rtip

- RIN : Road Traffic Information Initiator Node
2: if (V around cross roads) then
3: if (V receive RIN initiation msg ) then
4: timer = 0;
5: S tarttimer(V);
6: end if
7: if (V is RIN ∧ timer > 1sec) then
8: rtip = new RT IPacket();
9: rtip.S H.time stamp = currentT ime();

10: rtip.DH.time stamp = currentT ime();
11: rtip.S H.source junction = current j;
12: for (all neighboring cells ”cell n”) do
13: rtip.DH. f rom junction = cell n. f irst j;
14: rtip.DH.to junction = cell n.last j;
15: Forward rtip to GL of cell n;
16: end for
17: Broadcast RIN initiation msg around

current j;
18: end if
19: end if
20: End

higher packet delivery ratio continuously compared to
that of GyTAR/EGyTAR. This is mainly because our
proposed protocol uses an advanced vision and a per-
manent road traffic information thanks to DRTI, which
makes our protocol able to avoid empty area in which
the network is disconnected. Moreover, unlike the full
path, the partial path has positive effects for data rout-
ing, it is also dynamic, flexible and practical for the
dynamic networks such as VANETs, since it can be
changed during the forwarding process as the network
change by exploiting the variation of road traffic infor-
mation. In other hand, our Backward recovery mode
increases also the packet reception ratio, it serves to
give another chance to forward data packet when the
forwarding process occurs maximum local problem by
forwarding-back the data packet and re-forwarding it
through another path. However, GyTAR and EGyTAR
show lower packet delivery ratio for the simple reason

Algorithm 4 : Road Traffic Information Forward-
ing Algorithm

1: Begin
- V : Vehicle
- RT Il f : Road Traffic Information life time
- GL : Group Leader

2: V receive rtip:
3: if ((currentT ime − rtip.S H.time stamp) > RT Il f )

then
4: delete rtip;
5: Return;
6: end if
7: if (rtip is broadcast) then
8: Update RTI table following algorithm.5;
9: Return;

10: end if
11: to j = rtip.DH.to junction;
12: f rom j = rtip.DH.to junction;
13: if (V is GL of current cell) then
14: Update rtip following algorithm.6;
15: if (current cell is last cell) then
16: if (V is around to j) then
17: Forward rtip to RBN;
18: else
19: Forward rtip to closest neighbor to RBN;
20: end if
21: else
22: Forward rtip to GL of next cell;
23: end if
24: else
25: Forward rtip to GL of current cell;
26: end if
27: if (V is RBN of to j) then
28: road id = getRoadID( f rom j, to j);
29: delay = currentTime − rtip.DH.time stamp;
30: rtip.roadTable[road id].delay = delay;
31: Broadcast rtip around to j;
32: for (all neighboring cells ”cell n”) do
33: rtip.DH. f rom junction = cell n. f irst j;
34: rtip.DH.to junction = cell n.last j;
35: Forward rtip to GL of cell n;
36: end for
37: end if
38: End

that the Junction Selection Mechanism used in GyTAR
and EGyTAR has a local vision of the network traffic
and takes into consideration the traffic information for
the candidate roads only and not for the next roads. This
leads, in some cases, to forward the data packet in or-
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Algorithm 5 : PRP Algorithm

1: Begin
- data packet : The data packet
- RH : The routing header of data packet
- partialpath : The partial path of RH
- recoverypath : The recovery path of RH
- visited roads : The visited roads of RH
- V : The forwarding vehicle

2: if (partialpath is not empty) then
3: next junction = partialpath. f ront();
4: if (V around next junction) then
5: recoverypath.add(next junction);
6: partialpath.pop();
7: visited roads.add(current road);
8: if (partialpath is empty) then
9: partialpath= compute partial path following

algorithm.2
10: end if
11: end if
12: next junction = partialpath. f ront();
13: if (next junction , NULL ) then
14: next hop =

getClosestNeighboreTo(next junction);
15: if (next hop found) then
16: forward data packet to next hop;
17: return;
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
21: /* at this point, the path or the next hop was not

found */

22: RH.routing mode = Backwards Mode;
23: Switching to BackwardsRoutingAlgorithm;
24: End

der to avoid the empty areas. Moreover, the initiation of
CDP packets in the both protocols GyTAR/EGyTAR de-
pends on the movement of the vehicles. This later is not
regular all the time which means that GyTAR/EGyTAR
cant́ harness the traffic information permanently.

4.2.2. End-to-end Delay
Figure 15 illustrates the average end-to-end delay.

Generally, our proposed protocol shows lower delay
than GyTAR/EGyTAR, the reason behind this is that
when the maximum problem occurs, GyTAR/EGyTAR
use Carry And Forward strategy which consists in hold-
ing the packet and carry it thereby increasing the de-
lay. In the contrary, in our proposed recovery mode
(Backwards Forwarding Algorithm) we don’t use any
delayed process as is described in 3.2.3, which would

Algorithm 6 : Backwards Algorithm

1: Begin
- data packet : The data packet
- RH : The routing header of data packet
- partialpath : The partial path of RH
- recoverypath : The recovery path of RH
- V : The forwarding vehicle

2: if (recoverypath is empty) then
3: Drop data packet;
4: return;
5: else
6: if (V around recoverypath. f ront()) then
7: recoverypath.pop();
8: partialpath= compute partial path following

algorithm.2
9: RH.routing mode = PRP Mode;

10: Switch to PRPRoutingAlgorithm;
11: else
12: next hop =

getClosestNeighboreTo(recoverypath. f ront());
13: if (next hop found) then
14: forward data packet to next hop;
15: return;
16: else
17: Drop data packet;
18: return;
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: End

make lower forwarding delay. As shown in Figure 15,
The end to end delay is not optimized before 200 nodes
because of overhead generated by the dissemination of
RTIP, when the number of nodes increases the number
of RTIP transmissions increases which causes more de-
lay.

4.2.3. Routing Overhead
Figure 16 illustrates the routing overhead measured

in terms of total size of control messages (we consider
CDP packets size for GyTAR/EGyTAR and RTIP pack-
ets size for PBRP). As shown in Figure 16, the over-
head of all protocols increases as the network density
increases, this is because as the number of nodes in-
creases, the number of control packets increases. We
observe also, when the number of vehicles is less than
170 vehicles, our proposal has lower routing overhead
than GyTAR/EGyTAR. This can be explained by the
fact that the lower density of vehicles make more blank
spaces allowing the vehicles to move quickly. Since the
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Figure 14: Packet delivery ratio

Figure 15: End-to-end delay

initiation of CDP packet in GyTAR/EGyTAR depends
on mobility of vehicles, the generated CDP increases
as the number of vehicles which are leaving the roads
increases. In the contrary, our proposal uses a regu-
lar dissemination of traffic information. However, when
the network density becomes upper than 170 nodes, the
routing overhead of PBRP shows higher values due to
the effects of RTIP packets that tend to travel through

multiple roads by providing an enhanced traffic infor-
mation which helps the routing process to transmit more
packets.

Figure 16: Routing Overhead

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper we have proposed a new geographic
routing protocol based on a distributed dissemination of
road traffic information. This protocol provides a fresh
permanent and advanced information about vehicular
traffic included within the RTIP packets. We also have
proposed a partial routing protocol that exploits the traf-
fic information which is provided by DRTI to forward
the data packets through partial connected paths.
We have implemented and evaluated our proposal
through simulations using OMNET++ simulator. The
results obtained showed that our proposal exploits the
traffic information in an efficient manner and provides
significant performance in terms of packet delivery ra-
tio, end-to-end delay and routing overhead compared
to GyTAR/EGyTAR protocols due to the use of an ad-
vanced vision and a permanent road traffic information
thanks to DRTI and recovery mode.
As future works, we tend to optimize RTIP lifetime
and RTIP initiation algorithm by using historical traffic
statistics.
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Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameters Values

Simulation time 100 Sec
Beacon interval 0.5 Sec
RTIP lifetime 0.8 Sec
MAC protocol 802.11p
Network area 1500x1500 m2

Transmission Range 250 meters
Mobility model Manhattan Mobility
Vehicle speed mean 50 Km/h
Channel capacity 6Mbps
Number of intersections 16
Number of roads 24
Traffic model UDPBasicApp
Packet sending interval 0.2 sec
Packet size 128 bytes
Number of vehicles 50-400
Radio obstacle loss model Dielectric
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